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design:
- choose from our wide variety of
styles
- corporate design elements (like
colors and logos) can be implemeented
- any of our handmade floors gets its
own unique Design
- choose from different sealers:
matt, satin, glossy, piano lacquer
- your creativity has no bounds set

Obrycki Designerboden GmbH
realizes your creative project, with
our primary competence beeing the
development and implementation of
liquid plastic coatings.
Since we are independent and not
working for only one manufacturer
of synthetics, we can flexibly adjust
to any requirements and always offer
you the best system.

technology:
- permeable or non permeable
- about 20000 Farben available (RAL /
NCS / RAL Design etc.)
- seamless
- can be applied over gaps
- installation time can be reduced by
using accelerators
- can be used on parquet, carpet, (glazed) tiles, metal and steel...
- hardness and skid-resistant features
are adjustable
- suitable for floor heating

In addition to the design and application of individual, seamless flooring systems, we are experienced in
coating walls and furniture.
Through cooperation with leading
manufacturers of synthetic systems,
we are always „up to date“ and make
our designs permanently unique
through daily development and
inovation.

care:
- easy to clean because the surface
is seamless and has no pores
- can be refreshed or redesigned
(other color/s etc.) in short time
(about 24h)
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